Madam, we are glad to see that our belief of improving medical research among students of Pakistan has activated the thinking of many. Probably few have been having such thoughts for long but never found a dynamic platform such as this one for discussion.

We agree that as documented by literature up till 2004 many international residency programmes had faced these problems. However, they studied this issue and effectively made polices and amendments.\(^1\) Subsequently, programme directors of many US training programmes included research as one of the selection criteria.\(^2,3\) Others vary from a fixed to less inflexible implementation of this criteria.\(^4\) However, others might be doing whatever they think is correct for them. In our setup we need to make amendments with our own resources.

Farooq F. et al. has taken our discussion to the next page by pointing out the determinants behind such poor reading habits in Pakistan. They also suggest some remedial measures. We also agree to their cross sectional analysis of the situation. Futuristic approach to this problem requires us to concentrate on the medical students. Baseline studies have identified only a handful of institutes which include workshops and students' awards in their annual plans. Even within medical colleges from the same city show variability.\(^5\) It is high time that the remaining others need to be guided by Pakistan Medical and Dental Council.

Blogging and social sites have an important role in mass awareness. However, we would share a word of caution about blog reading. One must double check the source and authenticity of what is mentioned in blogs. Ideas for prospective research can evolve from such sites by active fresh minds.

Here the role of Higher Education Commission's Digital Library needs to be further scrutinized. Simply starting with questions such as 'Who has access to it?' 'From where (only institutes or PCs) do they have this access?' 'For what time period in their career do they have such an access?' 'Do they loose this access after graduation?' and 'Is it as effective for the medical community as much the government is spending on redundant material?' 'Are international publication houses actually giving Pakistan the complete access?'

We hope other readers will also contribute to these discussions and the medical curriculum designers acknowledge that it is not too late for our future generation.  
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